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Essor Emergent MSCIE Emerging Market Free

Faible Moyen Fort Très fort

Code ISIN FR0000284150
Forme Juridique SICAV

Date Agrément 13/06/1997
Devise Euro

Fiscalité** Support de contrats d’assurance vie.
Affectation du Résultat Capitalisation

Valorisation Quotidien
Souscriptions/Rachats avant 11h30

Indice de référence MSCI Emerging Markets Free

Volatilité
Début 

d'année 1 mois 3 mois 1 an 3 ans 5 ans 52 s.

Fonds 25,03 2,98 5,72 36,66 24,95 14,62
Indice 19,84 2,40 8,28 30,18 -2,33 45,86 19,23

Performance (%)

Actif net Performance V. L.

30/11/2010 depuis le
31/12/2009

30/11/2010

140 147 224 €  +25,03% 3 748,85 €

Objectif de gestion : Le portefeuille de la SICAV est
principalement investi en actions et autres valeurs donnant accès au
capital de sociétés cotées dans des pays en développement, dits
émergents. Le style de gestion est l’approche « valeurs » (pur stock
picking). Concernant l’approche « pays » la recherche de la stabilité
économique est primordiale. L’analyse et la recherche au niveau des
secteurs permettent d’identifier les valeurs capables d’exploiter le
potentiel de croissance propre aux pays émergents. Le choix porte sur
les sociétés les plus sous-valorisées, tout en minimisant les risques
grâce à la diversification. L’indice de référence est le MSCI Emergent
Markets Free.
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Catégorie AMF Actions Internationales
Catégorie EuroPerf. Actions Emergent - générale

Horizon de Placement supérieur à 5 ans
Commissions Souscription : 5% maximum

Frais de gestion : 1.75% max. TTC

Gestionnaire financier 
par délégation

Martin Maurel Gestion 
N° Agrément AMF : GP97103

Gestionnaire financier 
par sous-délégation

Genesis Investment Management Ltd

Dépositaire CACEIS Bank
Promoteur Groupe Martin Maurel

Publication des VL www.martinmaurel.com

Indice 19,84 2,40 8,28 30,18 2,33 45,86 19,23

SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS 5,0%
ANGLO AMERICAN 4,6%
TAIWAN SEMICONDUCTOR 4,1%
SAB MILLER 2,7%
SBERBANK 2,6%
AMERICA MOVIL ADR 2,4%
CHINA MOBILE 2 4%

Achats Ventes
COMMERCIAL INTERN. BANK COMP. SIDERURGICA NAC.
AKFEN HOLDING CREDICORP
NHN CORP MOBILE TELESYSTEMS
ALMARAI ANADOLU EFES BIRACILIK
THAI BEVERAGES LUKOIL

* Source Europerformance - ** Le traitement fiscal dépend de la situation individuelle de chaque client, il est susceptible d'être modifié ultérieurement.

Asie
45,2%

Moyen-
Orient / 
Afrique
18,6%

CHINA MOBILE 2,4%
BANCO SANTANDER 2,4%
SASOL 2,2%
CHINA RESOURCES ENTERPRISE 2,1%
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Commentaire de gestion

The MSCI Emerging Markets Price Index rose by 4.1% in November. The last few weeks have seen third quarter GDP releases in Asia
painting a mixed picture. Growth remains strong on a year-on-year basis but in some cases momentum has slowed, due to factors such as
weaker external demand constraining exports (Thailand) and slower government spending (Malaysia and the Philippines). In contrast,
India’s growth accelerated to 8.9% and in Taiwan third quarter growth was a remarkable 9.8%, albeit down on the 12.9% posted in the
second quarter. 
 
Asia outperformed the other regions this month, gaining 5%. Taiwan gained 8% while South Korea and Thailand also performed strongly
(both up 7%). India and Indonesia just fell into negative territory with the large Chinese market up 4%. In LATAM (up 3%) both Mexico
and Chile produced gains, up 9% and 8% respectively, although Brazil somewhat struggled (up 1%) along with Colombia, which fell by
7%. Of the larger markets in the EMEA (up 3%), Russia performed the best (up 7%) while South Africa finished the month up 3%. The
region also played host to the worst performing emerging market this month, Hungary (down 15%) largely through currency weakness.  
 
The NAV of Essor Emergent gained 3.0% during October, underperforming the Index by 1.1%. The top two contributors to the portfolio’s
return this month were from Asia. Samsung Electronics (South Korea) was the portfolio’s largest contributor by some distance due to its
12% gain with its IT counterpart, Taiwan Semiconductor, advancing by 8%. The prominent detractors were MOL (Hungary), which
retreated by 14%, and PT Telkom (Indonesia) and Anadolu Efes (Turkey) which both lost 8%. In relative performance terms India added the
most value to the portfolio due to positive stock selection, as Bajaj Auto complemented the returns from two Health Care holdings, Lupin
and Sun Pharmaceuticals. Stock selection gains were also made in Egypt while in a weak Brazilian market the portfolio’s underweight
position contributed. These gains were largely negated in Indonesia through a combination of underperforming stocks and the overweight
position in a weak market; and in Taiwan due to an underweight position in a strong market. In sector terms, the portfolio’s top contributor
was Health Care, although significant losses were made in the Materials and Energy sectors. 
 
In view of the large export sector a sharp slowdown in Taiwan’s economy over the global financial crisis was inevitable. The outcome was
four successive quarters of GDP decline from the second quarter of 2008. Exports subsequently recovered sharply (up 21.9% in October),
but it was notable on our visit last month that sentiment in the technology sector has now turned negative. Global pre-Christmas demand hasgy g p
been disappointing and inventory in the semiconductor manufacturing supply chain appears to be above the seasonal average. Demand for
smartphones, tablets and cameras is good but not for notebook computers, TVs and basic/feature handsets, which are under pricing pressure.
Companies in the electronics supply chain can ill afford this – a recent study by Deutsche Bank showed consistent margin erosion for
Taiwanese technology companies over the past 10 years, with average operating margins contracting from 10.9% in 2000 to an estimated
5.9% this year. 
 
The financially and technologically stronger players that gained market share during 2008-9 are now watching previously loss-making
competitors bounce back, recapitalised by buoyant debt and equity markets. A good example in Taiwan is TSMC, where revitalised
competitors are bringing down prices in established technology. TSMC is responding with sizeable investment in leading edge capacity,
aiming to grow it 23% in 2011 on top of 14% in 2010 yet despite this, expects leading edge capacity to remain fully loaded to the end of
2011.  
 
Taiwan has followed the trend of imposing restrictions (i.e. capital controls, introduced in mid November) on foreign bond purchases to
“curb FX speculation”. The new Taiwan dollar rose 4.8% against the US dollar in the three months to the end of November – but is still
within 3% of its US$ rate at the beginning of the decade. Other changes are afoot in Taiwan. You can now fly direct to various mainland
Chinese cities and there are rumours that Taiwan’s China Steel may team up with the mainland company BaoSteel to buy overseas iron ore
mines; particularly interesting given government shareholdings in each company. In addition, Taiwan’s high speed rail line along the west
coast is fully operational, topical given the mainland’s ambitions in this area. It took some 30 years to plan and build and it cost the private
sector US$18 billion. Train speed is up to 300 km/h and the journey between Taipei and Kaohsiung takes 100 minutes compared to four and
a half hours for the fastest express train on the publicly-owned conventional line. 
 

Catherine Vlasto

Document non contractuel. Les performances passées ne sont pas garantes des performances futures ; elles s'apprécient à l'issue de la durée de placement. Le Commissaire aux Comptes
n'a pas certifié les chiffres à la date de parution de cette fiche mensuelle. Le Prospectus est à votre disposition auprès de votre contact habituel.


